FX SSO Printing
What is Fuji Xerox Single Sign On Printing?
Fuji Xerox has integrated with Crystal Identity to provide Photocopy and Print management
with a minimum of administration effort. Once installed, every user in Crystal Identity will
automatically exist in our print management software providing the ability to report on
usage, manage costs and integrate advanced features such as Follow-Me Print
What features does FX SSO Printing have?







Print Cost Allocation
Photocopy Cost Allocation (optional)
Student usage charging
Track costs per Subject / Classroom
Follow-Me printing (optional)
Self management

Every print or copy job has a cost associated to it. Using FXSSO this cost can be charged
either to the user who created it, or to a subject / course. This gives you the ability to
recover costs from student printing, and to track printing costs associated to each of your
schools subjects. Budgets can be implemented for each subject, and extra credit applied to
individual students as required.
Follow-Me printing combines the power of all your compatible printing devices into a single
pool. When you print your job, it sits in the server to be released at your command on any
available device. If one machine is busy, simply go to the next one to retrieve your print.
Convenience, security and wastage cut-down are the main benefits of using follow-me print.
How does it work?
Crystal Identity already has all of your users setup, with appropriate permissions. Fuji Xerox
installs PaperCut, the print / copy management software onto your print server. PaperCut is
then integrated with Crystal, and all users are instantly available for cost allocation.
Each PC is loaded with the PaperCut tracking software, which allows the user to keep track
of their usage, and in the case of teachers, allocate the costs to their appropriate subject.
Users can now print, with PaperCut collecting the reporting information in the background.
If you have the Photocopying option, a pin number will have been allocated to the user via
Crystal. To make a copy, simply enter the pin at the copier, choose the subject to charge too,
and these costs are collected also.
Adding in Follow-Me print gives you the further ability to release your job from any available
machine.

Site Requirements
For FX SSO Printing to function, a print server will need to be available, for each type of
Operating System Platform (ie Windows, Mac etc)
Supported operating systems are:
Windows 2012 / 2012 R2 / Windows 2008 / 2008 R2 / 2003 SP2 / Windows 8 /
Windows 7 / Vista (core, server, advanced server, enterprise edition, 64-bit edition,
workstation*, professional* versions all supported)
Apple Mac OS X 10.7 or higher

